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4-Digit Subtraction
1)

The SLGS cargo ship carries 4,000 containers. Of them, 2,786 are 20-foot containers
and the remaining are 40-foot containers. How many 40-foot containers have
been loaded on to the cargo ship?

2)

Ryan and Thomas contest for a local boy election. Ryan receives 8,983 votes and
Thomas receives 6,298 votes. Find by how many votes Ryan won the election?
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The production floor of a manufacturing company has 3,210 employees working
in two phases. 2,019 workers work in the first phase. How many of them work in
the second phase?
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5)

The Hill Top restaurant used 1,123 pounds of chicken on Thursday. The following
day it used 1,562 pounds. How many extra pounds of chicken did the restaurant
use on Friday?
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Answer Key
Sheet 1

4-Digit Subtraction
1)

The SLGS cargo ship carries 4,000 containers. Of them, 2,786 are 20-foot containers
and the remaining are 40-foot containers. How many 40-foot containers have
been loaded on to the cargo ship?

1,214 containers
2)

Ryan and Thomas contest for a local boy election. Ryan receives 8,983 votes and
Thomas receives 6,298 votes. Find by how many votes Ryan won the election?

2,685 votes
3)
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from
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He repaid the sum with
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of worksheets
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the sum of amount he borrowed?
$1800
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The production floor of a manufacturing company has 3,210 employees working
in two phases. 2,019 workers work in the first phase. How many of them work in
the second phase?
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1,191 workers
5)

The Hill Top restaurant used 1,123 pounds of chicken on Thursday. The following
day it used 1,562 pounds. How many extra pounds of chicken did the restaurant
use on Friday?

439 pounds
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